Create a
city’s identity

Urban
SoleCity

What makes a city
unforgettable?
What makes it charming?
The answer resides in its identity
We understand that the identity of a city and the needs of its residents are
to be taken seriously. We know you want uniformity in design, optimum
style, superior performance but also energy efficient and sustainable
products. For this reason, we have created Lumec SoleCity LED urban
luminaires, a comprehensive line of high efficiency, outdoor LED lighting
solutions. The SoleCity will help create a city’s identity and develop city
pride with a wide range of products designed with a distinguished, modern,
sleek and flawless signature style.

Lumec

Urban
SoleCity
At a glance

A World
of possibilities

Expect
comfortable nighttime

Our selection of SoleCity products fulfills the
different needs of your projects, as different
products have different functions. Lighting
a walkway in a park, for example, is totally
different than lighting a picnic area for
families to gather. Different installations,
different needs, different lighting products,
one solution: the SoleCity Collection.

Thanks to the optional frosted lens,
you can now enjoy a nighttime walk and
expect visual comfort. The optional lens
helps eliminate glare to increase visual
comfort for an enhanced user experience
in pedestrian applications. The optional
frosted lens is available in the LED mid-pole
light, LED light column and the LED bollard.

The freedom
to choose your design

Get connected
for even more possibilities

The freedom to modify some details.
The freedom to create different
ambiences. Too good to be true? This
is exactly what you can expect from the
SoleCity Collection. SoleCity not only
offers a complete line of high-performance
outdoor LED products, but they can be fully
customized to make them even more special
for your different urban projects. With
SoleCity, the opportunity to create unique
designs with different ambiences becomes a
reality.

SoleCity luminaires easily integrate with
a full range of control options, from simple
to advanced. The entire collection can be
controlled individually or communicate with
networked lighting systems to, offering ease
of management and significant savings.
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SoleCity Overview
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LED Flood Light
ULFL100 (optional)
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Small LED Street & Area
Luminaire: ULS100 (20')
Bracket: UBS100-1A
Pole: UPS100
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Small LED Street & Area
Luminaire: ULS100 (20')
Bracket: UBS100-2
Pole: UPS100

Urban
SoleCity
One signature style

Multiple products,
one signature style
SoleCity includes distinct LED outdoor lighting products,
in 3 categories: street and area LED lighting, functional
and ambience LED lighting, and architectural LED lighting.
These lighting solutions offer coherent design and
flexibility to fit perfectly in different types of applications,
whether your project is standard or not. Multiple items to
choose from, to revolutionize the way public spaces are
furnished and facilitate all rejuvenation projects.

LED Mid-Pole Light
ULR100 (optional)

Medium LED Street & Area
Luminaire: ULM100 (30')
Bracket: UBM100-1A
Pole: UPM100S

Medium LED Street & Area
Luminaire: ULM100 (30')
Bracket: UBM100-2
Pole: UPM100S

LED Bollard
Luminaire: ULB100 (40")

LED Light Column
Luminaire: ULLC100 (16')
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SoleCity
LED street & area
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Street & Area
luminaire

SoleCity LED street & area
luminaire small and medium
The SoleCity LED street and area luminaire (small or medium)
is an appropriate lighting solution for residential areas or city
streets. It has been designed for streets and areas requiring
medium intensity lighting, to large urban boulevards.
Optimized optic systems generate the required amount
of light in order to ensure security at night.
• Luminaire accepts 2 to 5 LED modules
to adapt to different light applications
and different mounting heights.
• Easily adaptable with led mid-pole and
LED flood light offering customization
capabilities to create different ambiences.
• Poles are available in steel and aluminum
and are suited for harsh environments.
• The bracket and luminaire were designed
with a 3° tilt for simplified installation.
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SoleCity LED mid-pole light
The SoleCity LED mid-pole light is an option available
with the LED street and area luminaires. It allows you to
light residential areas, city streets, sidewalks, walkways,
bike paths and public areas. It has been designed for
installations that require uniform and efficient lighting.
The LED mid-pole light creates horizontal and vertical
illuminance, and is perfectly integrated in the poles of the
LED street and area luminaires. Lighting is only on one
side, in the opposite direction of the luminaire.
• Creates horizontal and vertical illuminance to
the ground and surroundings with minimal uplight.

Optional frosted
lens is available
to help eliminate
glare and increase
visual comfort
for an enhanced
user experience.

• Vertical lighting provides better facial recognition
and enhance a sense of security at night.
• Seamless design with LED module integrated
to the pole.
• Available with uplight deflector optimizing
the luminous flux to reduce light pollution.
• Accepts 2 LED modules to adapt to different
light applications and needs.
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LED mid-pole light
& LED flood light

SoleCity LED flood light
Architectural LED Lighting enhances the best in
buildings, streets and landscaping. Flood lights
are a great way to project a high level of light to a
specific outdoor area for safety and security reasons,
or simply to highlight architecture elements. The
SoleCity LED flood light is a dynamic outdoor unit.
It was designed to be harmoniously integrated or
installed unto the luminaire pole. Its refined, modern,
elongated form will blend well into any surroundings.
• Various precision optical systems are available,
delivering a suitable pattern for any application.
• The distributions will place the intended target
in its best light, free from streaks or striped effects.
• 360° attachment to swivel in all directions
for maximum flexibility.
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Optional frosted
lens is available
to help eliminate
glare and increase
visual comfort
for an enhanced
user experience.

SoleCity LED light column
Creating ambience with lighting is achieved by using
different methods to illuminate an area, a street or a
park. You can create a mood or alter the atmosphere
to make it warm, inviting and secure. The SoleCity
LED light column is great for residential streets, parks,
paths and sidewalks as well as public areas. It has been
designed for areas requiring medium intensity lighting. It
is also used to create ambience lighting.
• Customizable by choosing amongst a variety
of different decorative plate finishes.
• Creates horizontal and vertical illuminance
and is available with lighting on one or both
sides (symmetrical and asymmetrical lighting).
• Better light control, which is perfect to create
ambience and give a more authentic look
to architecture.
• Available with uplight deflector optimizing
the luminous flux to reduce light pollution.
• Luminaire accepts 2 to 4 LED modules to
adapt to different light applications and needs.
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A selection of modern, tasteful finishes will
push your project over the top or simply help
it blend seamlessly with the public space
environment. To customize the LED light
column or the LED bollard, you can choose
amongst a variety of decorative finishes.

Real Wood
Panel Ipe Type

Painted Wood
Finish Panel

Stainless
Steel Panel

SoleCity LED bollard

Optional frosted
lens is available
to help eliminate
glare and increase
visual comfort
for an enhanced
user experience.

The SoleCity LED bollard is ideal for sidewalks,
parks, walkways, bike paths, public areas and
building entryways. It has been designed for
areas requiring medium intensity lighting, and
can be also used to create ambience lighting.
It can add a touch of glamour, a hint of magic
and more beauty to any project.
• Customizable by choosing amongst a variety
of different decorative plate finishes.
• Creates horizontal and vertical illuminance
and is available with lighting on one or both
sides (symmetrical and asymmetrical lighting).
• Better light control, which is perfect to create
ambience and give a more authentic look
to architecture.
• Available with uplight deflector optimizing the
luminous flux to reduce light pollution.

With the complete
SoleCity collection,
the outdoors never
looked so good
See how rejuvenating public
spaces with the Lumec
SoleCity LED urban luminaires
is convenient, effortless and so
accommodating.
Visit signify.com/prolighting
for more information.
Prior to ordering, consult specification
sheets for the most current information,
notes, and exclusions.

• Luminaire accepts 1 to 2 LED modules to adapt
to different light applications and needs.
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